Hub motor wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Variety of e bike controller wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the elements of the
circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and signal links in between the gadgets. A
wiring diagram usually gives info concerning the family member setting and plan of devices and
also terminals on the gadgets, to aid in structure or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would certainly show a lot more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram
makes use of an extra symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical look. A
wiring diagram is often utilized to troubleshoot troubles and to make sure that all the links have
been made which whatever exists. Assortment of e bike controller wiring diagram. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is a kind of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic symbols to show all the
affiliations of elements in a system. Electrical wiring layouts are made up of two things: signs
that stand for the components in the circuit, and lines that represent the links in between them.
For that reason, from circuitry diagrams, you know the relative place of the parts and exactly
how they are attached. Wiring diagrams mostly shows the physical setting of elements and also
connections in the built circuit, however not necessarily in reasoning order. To read a wiring
diagram, initially you need to know what basic components are included in a wiring diagram,
and also which pictorial symbols are utilized to represent them. The typical elements in a wiring
diagram are ground, power supply, cable and also link, output tools, switches, resistors, logic
gate, lights, and so on. A line represents a cable. Wires are used to attach the parts with each
other. There ought to be a legend on the wiring diagram to inform you what each color
suggests. Usually circuits with more compared to 2 elements have 2 standard types of
connections: collection as well as parallel. A series circuit is a circuit in which elements are
connected along a single course, so the current flows through one component to obtain to the
following one. In a series circuit, voltages build up for all parts linked in the circuit, as well as
currents are the exact same through all components. In a parallel circuit, each tool is straight
attached to the source of power, so each tool receives the same voltage. The existing in a
parallel circuit streams along each parallel branch as well as re-combines when the branches
reunite. An excellent wiring diagram should be technically right as well as clear to read. Take
treatment of every detail. For instance, the diagram must show the appropriate instructions of
the favorable and negative terminals of each component. Make use of the appropriate signs.
Find out the meanings of the fundamental circuit signs and also pick the right ones to utilize.
Several of the icons have truly close appearance. You require to have the ability to discriminate
before applying them. Attract connecting cords as straight lines. Utilize a dot to show line
junction, or use line leaps to suggest cross lines that are not attached. Label components such
as resistors and also capacitors with their values. Ensure the message placement looks clean.
Comparing Direct-Drive and Geared Motors. The first set of answers corresponds to direct drive
motors: they're quieter, but have less torque, they're more durable, but they're also heavier and
drag some, making pedaling less efficient, and their range on a full charge is a little less. Direct
drive motors are nearly silent, humming along smoothly. In contrast, geared motors make some
whirring noises, but are so light and small they could almost pass for a normal bike hub, and
there's almost no drag when pedaling, and though they offer more torque, letting you climb hills
quickly and accelerate from stop lights like nameless doped-up ex-racers, the nylon gears can
wear out under hard use. What nylon gears? Direct who? The reason you've got a choice at all
is because there are two basic ways to get motor power from the hub to the wheel. The w
Direct-Drive motor is simple and robust. The direct drive motor photo above right is the
simplest: the outer shell of the hub is part of the motor, and has a big ring of strong rare-earth
magnets fixed to it. That's where your name comes from. This means that the wheel is simply a
motor with the shaft fixed in place so that the body of the motor the outer hub shell, and thus
your wheel spins instead of the shaft. The w Geared motor: light, high-torque, and fast. The
geared motor below is a little more complex, but the clever complexity makes it lighter and
smaller. Gears are awesome, you already have gearing on your bike - it can turn a bunch of
low-torque circles into a few high-torque circles, or the reverse - this is handy if you've got a
tiny motor and you want to make it push along a loaded bike, so the motor runs at high speed
for efficiency and the gearing slows it down and increases the torque, to push you forward. And
just like the gearing on your bike, a ratcheting freewheel lets you coast without drag in this case
from the magnets , but the extra moving parts will eventually wear, just like the gears on a bike
will some day crunch and skip and slip, and you'll have to replace them the nylon gears. And
since the gearing is small and designed to make a wheel spin fast, heavier riders and riders with
a lot of cargo will have trouble with durability. The w Geared left is smaller and lighter than the
heavy-duty more durable Direct-Drive motor right. Recently added item s. Follow us on Twitter.
All Rights Reserved. Customer Reviews. Recent Reviews Load More. Leave Review. Make no

mistake about itâ€¦there is no great deal of expertise in building a drive system for an electric
bike. It is not rocket scienceâ€¦. Wires are a messy problem. Where as the rest of the technology
industry is going wireless, it seems that ebikes have just as many wires as ever. Commercial
ebikes keep getting betterâ€¦DIY components have pretty much stayed the same, with only one
or two exceptions. Lets take a look at typical commercial ebike, and see the one sure way a
commercial ebike can put a DIY bike to shame:. Notice the lack of handlebar clutter, which you
can think of as a riders feng shui. But lets just focus on how that nitty griddy of how that ultra
neat handlebar wiring is planned out and finally made. First it starts out a schematic:. Here is
the schematic of how the front connectors fork out from one connection coming from
controller:. According to Tora, owner of Juiced Riders who is one of the few ebike
manufacturers who is open about the way he sources in China:. Through out the commercial
ebike industry, quick connectors are becoming a hot item. Check out the latest generation with
steel connectors:. Much of this is possible because most commercial bikes are low-power and
can get by on thin-gauge wires. Also, because commercial ebikes are designed with 3
components selected to work with each other, it is really possible to have super tidy wiring
solutions, with no extra wires protruding out of the controller. Home builders of course do not
have access to low price China workers to build there controllers for them. Most home builders i
know spend more time building than they do riding. I am one of the few people I know who does
not know how to Solder, and do not count soldering as one of the skills I want to pick up. There
is a big separation in thinking between the leaders of the DIY scene, and what is actually selling
in the real world. The kits that seem to be selling the best are kits that are easy to connect such
as the bionx kit with the motor and controller built into hub fewer wires and other kits which are
overpriced Chinese kits with good support, clean websites, and quick connectors. These kits
are easy to install, and its easier to hide the integrated wiring system. Look at this Ebike
builders Inspiring Pics for a breath of fresh air before we continue with wiring headache
discussion. Cruise control! Cruise control on an ebike is ugly and wireyâ€¦and the idea that you
are going to ride a powered bicyle and you dont want to get your wrist or thumb tired pushing
on that throttle is pathetic. Lets ban it!!! A proper throttle. All we have to choose from currently
is chinese junk. Where the rest of the world is going wireless, the DIY ebike world is stuck in the
wire age. Hall Sensor wires â€” 5 small wires that communicate with the controller on the timing
of the motor. This enables a smoother and more efficient operation for brushless motors. One
of the largest producers of ebike kits is BionX read review , who have installed the controller
inside the hub motor which greatly reduces the number of wires. Many people complain that
this makes the Bionx harder to upgrade, but the BionX is a really sweet solution, given that it
has half the wires of most kits:. Another kit that has a super quiet sine wave controller installed
and is considerably faster than the bionx is the Golden Motor Pie4. It is highly recommended
you buy a kit with quick-connects if you are not into soldering. You could run without hall
sensors, which would mean less wires, but the compromise isâ€¦the motor can be a bit more
jittery at start up. Some DIY Ebikers run without hall wires, not only to reduce wire clutter, but
also to make their ebike more dependableâ€¦hall wires are a common failure point. Running
without hall wires make a lazy ebike builder forced to pedal a little bit to get his rig going. Many
DIY Ebikers want the best performance per dollar they can find. This results in a rats-nest of
wires they must access, so that they can do the occasional balance charging to keep this entire
cluster puck from blowing up into flames. Believe it or notâ€¦the above pack was build from a
very skilled builderâ€¦but to run Hobby King packs in this type of huge cluster requires a lot of
wiresâ€¦. Many DIY ebikers want high performance, butâ€¦they also want it cheap. They buy
batteries with no built-in BMS and then balance-charge the mess of wires with a balance
charger. To do this they need an RC charger which was originally designed to be used out in the
field, and fed with big volt car battery , so when they are at home? When you buy a controller it
typically looks like the above pic. A bunch of unsightly wires coming out to handle all kinds of
silly stuff such as cruise control, etc. The connectors are complete garbage. To start with, if you
buy a controller that has connectors like this? Seems ridiculous but offering a product with this
many wires is uncalled for and demands drastic action. Demand innovation. Finally, it feels like
modern technology is touching ebikes. Bike manufacturers for years have been trying to find
ways to simplify and lessen the wire clutter to the handlebars. Enter the DIY Electric
Bikeâ€¦swarming with cheap Chinese tech, and you get a multitude of wires coming to your
handlebars. Yeah, it is a different lookâ€¦but more than just the look, upkeeping and
troubleshooting all those wires can be a royal pain. Most throttles are on the handlebars, and I
have not seen a good looking one yet from China. They are either twist grip or thumb lever and,
require a set of 3 wires to run down to the controller. Possible Solution? Consider a pedal assist
system where the throttle is controlled by how hard or how fast you pedal. These wires send a
signal to the controller telling it to shut down. Popular in the ebike DIY crowd are lights that are

proprietary to ebikes. Like front and rear lights with wires that lead directly to the ebikes battery
pack. The problem is that they require still more wires going from your handlebars to your
battery. Save money and complexity and buy a battery powered lightâ€¦who cares if you need a
separate battery. Here is a piece of Canadian Tech that many DIY ebikes incorporate to keep
track of their battery usage on the bike. The Cycle Analyst can also display speed, and if you are
doing this with a direct drive hub motor with hall sensors, it can do it wirelesslyâ€¦Hallelujah!
But you still have to run a set of wires to the Cycle Analyst, either with the direct plug-in
version, or stand alone version. Also the Cycle Analyst has another clump of wires coming out
the back of itâ€¦which adds to the wire clutter on the dash. I wonderâ€¦if I ripped apart one of my
DIY ebikes, and took all the wires out and connected them together and stretched them down
the blockâ€¦ would it stretch a mile? Very rarely do I harp on the draw backs to building your
own electric bike. If you are focused on good performance at a cheap priceâ€¦DIY is definitely
the way to go. In the next few weeks I will be writing a series of stories about ebike wiring in the
DIY scene, and what a mess it has become. Wires are like pollution, and we need to eliminate as
many of them as we can. We are supposed to be in the wireless age. Eric has been involved in
the electric bike industry since when he started a square foot brick and mortar Electric Bike
store in downtown San Francisco. He is a true believer that small electric vehicles can change
the way we operate and the way we think. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Ebike Wiringâ€¦Defining the Rats-Nest. Eric Hicks Apr 19, April 19,
Components , How to Build Yourself , shows. Eric Hicks. Editor note: Part 2 of a 4 part series on
the wiring of DIY ebikes Make no mistake about itâ€¦there is no great deal of expertise in
building a drive system for an electric bike. First it starts out a schematic: Here is the schematic
of how the front connectors fork out from one connection coming from controller:. Check and
separate them when they come in. Then send each piece to the different suppliers, motor,
controller, display, throttle, brake so they can ingrate them into the component before they send
them back. Then hope everything works out when it arrives! It could take several months. To get
the clean look, we have to align them first on a wiring harness board before going onto the bike.
By far it is the slowest process of the assembly. So you can start to see the advantage a
commercial ebike has when it comes to wiring. Valeo Mid drive with integrated Effigear 7-sp Dec
19, 1 Comment. Use a Junked Chevy Volt Pac A good friend of mine, Laurence who is also Nov
27, How to sell a used ebike an In the last 6 years I have bought and Feb 14, Nothing sucks
worse than wanting to stop quickly on Dec 10, Leave A Comment Cancel reply. Walt Breitinger's
Page. Recent Comments. Have you ever tried charging your ebike with a solar By Ezra View
more. Hi there! Grace bikes seems to have taken public website offline. Redirects By Xenek
Stoehr View more. Contact Us. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot
password or user name? Posts Latest Activity Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template
Next. Hub motor use on Gaint bike. Need help on wiring the motor to new controller. Stator
wires are Brown, White, and Gray. New controller has Blue, Green, and Yellow. Which colors go
together. Which colors go together? I am building a recumbent trike from ground up. So I want a
controller and display to set the parameters for the motor. Is there any suggestions on what i
should buy? Do not need PAS control on it.. Tags: None. What kind of a motor is it? The color
choices of the wires coming out of your controller are what one would expect. That is, the
controller manufacture used the standard colors. I would use colored heat shrink tubing to
make those red and black, respectively. Comment Post Cancel. It would be best to have its
accompanying controller for this proprietary system. FYI I regularly have to experiment with
moving my wires around in an installation, but this never includes the hot and ground wires.
That is, when I am wiring up a hub motor, I almost always have to experiment with different
pairings for the motor wires, and also often have to experiment with different pairings of the
yellow, blue, and green Hall sensor wires. Most combinations will do nothing, one or two
combinations will cause the motor to go in reverse, one or two combinations will cause the
motor to run roughly, and one combination will immediately and let you know that you have
found the correct wiring combination. Last edited by commuter ebikes ; , AM. Can we assume
that black is ground? Why are there six wires? There should be five. In the past, I have emailed
a hub motor manufacturer to ask their wire color coding scheme. You can just mix and match
those until you get a combination that causes your motor to run smoothly. The same can be
said about your blue, yellow and green Hall sensor smaller gauge wires. I know there are a lot of
possible combinations. You should probably write down the permutations that you tried. This
will help you avoid wasting time trying permutations that you already tried, and making sure
that you try all of the possible combinations. Hi, learning how to use this web site bare with me.
I have photos in my Media file that will help. The hail connector has six wires but the blue is not
connected in the controller. I could use some advice on what kind of controller and display to
buy. I am not looking for high dollars ones. Something that will work. The motor drives a mid

shaft that has 3 gears to a 7 gear free wheel. So i do not need PAS on it. But I want to be able to
set parameters ,rpm, modes of torque, cruise, read speed off of one of the wheels and battery
power. Thank You, Mike ps. That has all the signs of a proprietary system. This motor might not
be the best start for a DIY project. If you used more common components, they are many times
more likely to be interchangeable. Most hub motors have a 5-pin Hall sensor connector with
green, blue and yellow sensor wires as well as a black ground and red signal wire. They will
also usually be found with larger gauge yellow, green and blue motor wires. You can almost
always use any Xie-Chang type controller. A Xie-Chang controller will almost always
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have colors and number of pins that match your hub motor. Common hub motors and
Xie-Chang controllers are very economical. If you are going to make that 6-pin connector work
with a controller other than the OEM controller, you would be advised to enlist help from an EE
or electronics technician. Even with a plug and play scenario, you will encounter certain
challenges, but Googling the problem would quickly present a proposed solution. How did you
come upon this motor and controller? What kind of controller is it? Did you get the motor by
itself or did it come with the whole electrical system? My older sister had it, but it got ran over
and the handy bar that controls the controller got smashed along with throttle which was all in
one. NUAL I would speculate that they would follow the same with the motor hall sensor colors
Brown, white, and grey. The unused? My best guess. Tommycat commented. Great thread for
you! Nice link, Tommycat. Nailed it! All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

